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Internet of �ings (IoT) is promptly spreading and reaching a series of domains, including many industrial applications designed
for monitoring purposes. In such networks, sensitive information is being collected and transmitted by IoT devices with limited
resources, which leads energy efficiency and cybersecurity to become critical. �erefore, this paper proposes a novel approach for
wireless communications and power for IoTmonitoring applications with the aim of achieving energy efficiency and security. �e
proposed solution combines the advantages of Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) for wireless
power transfer to remote IoT devices and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) for data confidentiality. �e proposed DS-
SWIPT is a security improvement over the original SWIPT. Simulation results show that the proposed DS-SWIPT can achieve
energy efficiency along with acceptable data confidentiality.

1. Introduction

�e Internet of �ings (IoT) is a popular concept that refers
to smart Internet-connected devices, and most of these IoT
devices are usually wirelessly linked [1]. IoT has found
various industrial applications, including mobile healthcare,
smart transport, smart grids, and industrial automation [2].
For instance, it is expected that more than 1.1 billion smart
meters used for utility billing are predicted to be deployed by
2022. Moreover, the data generated by such kinds of sensors
is predicted to generate more than 30 exabytes in total every
month [3].

As in any new technology, a number of architectural and
technical issues have to be solved [4]. Along with the fast and
vast expansion of IoT, some problems begin to arise. As a
matter of fact, most IoT devices are sensor-enabled; there-
fore, IoT applications might face challenges similar to those
once faced by wireless sensor networks (WSNs). �is paper
focuses on IoT applications coevolving with monitoring
purposes, such as environmental monitoring and contam-
ination detection. �erefore, we shall consider two specific

issues related to wireless communications. First, IoTdevices
in some wireless monitoring applications are located in
remote places and must operate for long periods with
minimal servicing by humans [5]. Furthermore, due to the
compact size of the IoTnodes and the slow improvement in
battery capacity in recent years, the energy availability of
these devices is limited. Second, IoT devices are sometimes
collecting sensitive or personal data that should be protected
against eavesdropping [6]. �e proposed solution combines
SWIPT (Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power
Transfer) and spread spectrum techniques. SWIPT can
provide long-term sustainable power for energy-sensitive
IoTdevices. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) that is
initially designed to identify different users in the network by
assigning unique pseudo-noise codes to them, in a sense, has
the effect of encryption through the spread factor, adding a
level of security that is not inherent to SWIPT itself [7].
Furthermore, we can take full advantage of the existing PN
code assignments in DSSS to guide the SWIPT switching
between different operating modes while no additional
mechanism is required. Moreover, it is also noted that any
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802.15.4 compatible WSN/IoTdevice supports DSSS related
modulation as DSSS has been included in this standard [8],
so no hardware upgrade is needed. To the best of our
knowledge, this paper is the first to combine SWIPT with
DSSS into DS-SWIPT. Rather than simply piecing together
two technologies, a novel joint design is proposed to deliver
a unified and efficient solution to the two crucial issues of
energy efficiency and security. It is mutually beneficial for
SWIPT and DSSS as both receive notable enhancements.
DSSS is well known but has not been considered with
SWIPT before.

�e outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews
previous relevant research. Section 3 illustrates the proposed
network structure for the nominated IoT applications.
Section 4 describes how the proposed DS-SWIPT technique
works in the considered network scenario. Section 5 gives
details of the SWIPTassisted secure communications within
the IoTnetwork. Section 6 discusses theoretical performance
metrics for evaluations. Section 7 presents results of sim-
ulation experiments. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

WSN holds several features such as sensor integration,
digital communication, adequate energy efficiency, scal-
ability, and secure transmission. �ese capabilities make
WSN an economically reasonable solution for many IoT
applications related to smart farming and environmental
surveillance [9, 10], including smart monitoring, smart
water management, agrochemical applications, disease
management, disaster-area management, smart harvesting,
supply chain management, and smart agricultural practices
[11, 12].

Due to the limited battery capacity in IoT/WSN nodes, it
is vital to have a reliable external energy source to provide
additional power. Many possible ambient energy sources for
energy harvesting in wireless communications, such as solar,
wind, and motion, have been discussed [13]. �ese sources
are predictable but not controllable and hence cannot
provide a stable power supply. In comparison, wireless
power transfer (WPT) is a promising approach employing
an artificial energy source that is fully controllable and can
provide a reliable power supply for IoT devices. WPT
transmits power from a source via electromagnetic waves to
a capable receiver that can consume these transmitted en-
ergies by means of specific electrical components [14]. WPT
has excellent potential and is meaningful for many IoT
applications such as smart healthcare, where implantable
biomedical devices are widely utilized. It can significantly
reduce the system without additional surgery for battery
replacement for an extended period of time [15]. WPTis also
well suited for the IoTnodes considered in this paper that are
often deployed in remote or unreachable places. Recently,
WPT (especially far-field WPT) has been combined with
wireless data transmission, called SWIPT [16]. Despite
SWIPT being a promising approach to combine data
transmission and reliable power distribution, it does not
include any security features.

In the practical IoT systems where sometimes sensitive
data are being collected, malicious eavesdroppers usually
intend to intercept information transmissions, and this
becomes a great concern for data communication; therefore,
security issues have drawn increasing attention. Li et al. [17]
leverage statistical learning methods to characterize the
device behavior and flag deviations, which can effectively
detect anomalous behaviors and improve IoT security. �e
authors of [18] propose artificial intelligence-based two-
stage intrusion detection empowered by software-defined
technology, which achieves superior performance with
lower overhead in intrusion detection for IoT networks. Lu
et al. [19] propose a secure communication scheme for the
unmanned aerial vehicle mobile edge computing systems,
which can improve the system’s secure calculation capacity.
Chatterjee et al. [20] propose an artificial neural network
(ANN) based authentication mechanism in IoT networks
that can take full advantage of the already-existing asym-
metric RF communication framework without requiring any
additional circuitry. Azmoodeh et al. [21] present a deep
learning-based method to detect IoT malware via the de-
vice’s Operational Code (OpCode) sequence, which shows
robustness in malware detection together with its sustain-
ability against junk code insertion attacks.

Originally, for military purposes, DSSS has been used in
3G CDMA mobile networks and IEEE 802.11 b wireless
LANs. It is attractive for being in possession of capabilities
such as antijamming, multiple access, and multipath re-
solving [22]. �e multiple access capability is fascinating for
IoT because different legitimate users can be recognized and
share utilization of the system securely. Compared to other
security measures available for IoT [23], DSSS is already part
of the 802.15.4 standard, which means no additional
hardware is required. Furthermore, the security is assured
through the communication process itself, without any
separate encryption operation, and causes no additional
computing and energy resource consumption. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper is the first to incorporate DSSS
into SWIPT.

3. Proposed Network Structure for Nominated
IoT Application

As mentioned in Section 1, the nominated environmental
monitoring applications of this paper, such as contamina-
tion detection, usually have a cluster-based structure. Similar
applications, such as the IoT-based farming monitoring
network mentioned in [24] and the environmental tracking
system based on wireless video sensor network (WVSN)
addressed in [25], adopt the same cluster-based structure as
shown in Figure 1, where the IoT nodes in the network
autonomously organize themselves into interconnected
clusters. Each cluster contains a cluster head or so-called fog
node. It can be seen that the network’s coverage area is split
into several subregions, and each is monitored by a cluster of
nodes. �is type of architecture has adequate scalability and
can be expanded for a more extensive coverage range by
adding more subregions.
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Normal IoTnodes are compatible with the IEEE 802.15.4
standard, their main functions are environmental sensing
and raw data collection, and they can be partially powered by
RF (Radio Frequency) energy harvesting (see Section 4 for
more details).

Data collected at these IoT nodes are first sent to their
associated fog node, which serves as a gateway for all the data
collected within the associated cluster before they are for-
warded to other fog nodes or the sink node (serving as data
aggregation and processing center). Data may be sent di-
rectly or routed throughmultiple hops, depending on the fog
location and its distance to the destination. In the reverse
direction, for example, if the sink would like to send a
specific control message (such as a data collection request) to
a particular node, the message arrives at this node’s asso-
ciated fog first before finally reaching the node itself.

4. DS-SWIPT: Joint Design of DSSS and
SWIPT for IoT

�e original SWIPT and DSSS sound “irrelevant” at first
sight; therefore, how to take advantage of their character-
istics to securely transmit the “mixed” signal (one part
carrying information and the other part bringing energy)
under the threat of potential eavesdroppers is worth in-
vestigating. To accomplish this, we propose to combine
SWIPT with DSSS, which will be discussed in detail in
Section 5.

Since the proposed solution provides unified and effi-
cient management for secure communications and wireless
power transfer, it is mutually beneficial as there are notable
enhancements for both of SWIPT and DSSS:

1 For SWIPT, it initially needs an additional mechanism
(see the part regarding basic architectures of SWIPT

later in this section for more information) to switch
itself between information decoding state and energy
harvesting state properly. In DS-SWIPT, this type of
switching is guided by taking advantage of existing
pseudo-noise (PN) assignments in DSSS, and no ad-
ditional mechanism is needed anymore.

2 Speaking of DSSS, it is even more difficult for potential
eavesdroppers to overhear transmitted contents as the
network is constantly changing back and forth be-
tween information transmission and power transfer in
a DSSS manner. Moreover, no meaningful informa-
tion is included in the power transfer stage, which may
further confuse eavesdroppers. �erefore, we can
expect new security gains to be illuminated in the
network, in addition to the security feature already
provided by the original DSSS.

More details are given in Section 5.
As mentioned in Section 3, the IoTnodes in the network

are 802.15.4 compatible [26] and already equipped with
DSSS, so no extra hardware or setup is required for DS-
SWIPT in this paper. In addition, switching between in-
formation decoding state and energy harvesting state DS-
SWIPT is now guided by assigning proper PN codes; the
extra mechanism that is initially required to perform this
process is no longer needed. �erefore, the complexity of
DS-SWIPT is limited to minimal (roughly a factor of 1)
compared to any existing WSN/IoT network.

It is also necessary to describe the role of SWIPT in an
IoT network. At the receiving end, a SWIPT receiver can
have one of four basic architectures: separate receiver, time
switching, power splitting, and antenna switching [16].

1 Separate receiver architecture power is received by one
receiver while information is received at a different
receiver (naturally, the receivers have different
antennas).

2 Time switching architecture receiver antenna switches
alternately between information and power reception
circuits in a time-dependent manner.

3 In power splitting architecture, the receiver splits the
incoming signal into two parts, each with different
power levels and power split ratio. Both parts are then
passed to an information decoder and power har-
vester, respectively.

4 In antenna switching architecture, antennas are di-
vided into two subsets, one for information reception
and the other for power harvesting. Note that theses
“sets” are not stationary; the antennas included in a set
may change over time.

�e architecture adopted in this paper can be considered
as an evolved version of “time switching receiver.” In ad-
dition, in this new version, as shown in Figure 2, switching
between information decoding and energy harvesting is
guided by the existing PN nodes assigned by DSSS, dis-
pensing with any extra mechanism and cost.

On the other hand, SWIPT capabilities of different types
of nodes need to be addressed: In the considered IoT

IoT node
Fog node (Cluster Head)
Sink node

Inner-cluster 
Inter-cluster 
Cluster

Figure 1: Cluster-based IoT network scenario.
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network, not all the nodes are fully capable of SWIPT.
Figure 3 shows the capabilities of different nodes. Regular
IoT nodes with limited energy storage can exchange in-
formation with neighboring nodes but are not supposed to
provide power via WPT for others. In this case, they are just
partially capable of SWIPT in the sense that they can act only
as receivers rather than WPT transceivers.

Fog nodes with relatively sufficient energy storage and
computational capability (compared to regular IoT nodes)
are fully capable of SWIPT. �ey can provide additional
power for its cluster members and exchange information
with them.

�e sink node with superior computational capacity and
energy storage can provide auxiliary power for any other
node in the network, and of course, it is fully capable of
SWIPT.

5. SWIPT Assisted Secure
Communications in IoT

All the transmissions within the network can be classified as
intra-cluster communications or inter-cluster communica-
tions. �e first type takes place inside a particular cluster,
while the latter type comes up between fogs (cluster heads,
which serve as gateways) and sometimes includes the sink.

5.1. Secure Intra-Cluster Communications. Intra-cluster
communications are further categorized into two types:
downlink (from fog to normal IoTnodes) and uplink (from
normal IoT to fog nodes) transmissions. Due to the dif-
ferences in hardware and functionalities of fog and IoT
nodes, each type has different communication modes.

5.1.1. Downlink Mode (Power and Information). In this
mode, the fog node can transmit power and information to
its associated cluster members (whose energy storage is
limited) in a DSSS manner. DSSS was initially designed to
identify different users by their assigned unique PN code.
Inspired by this idea, network nodes utilize this technique
together with SWIPT to securely differentiate transmitted
contents from one another. Only the legitimate senders and
receivers know the associated PN codes of different types of
content. Even though some efforts have been made to break

DSSS as seen in previous papers [27], these studies reveal
that the probability of “breaking” (the formal term is “blind
estimation”) DSSS transmission is inversely related to the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which means it is almost im-
possible for blind estimations below a certain SNR threshold.
�us, if we can maintain the communications under a
certain SNR level by adjusting transmitting power properly,
the eavesdroppers cannot correctly unscramble the trans-
mitted information despite the fact that they can overhear
the transmitted signal.

�ree unique PN codes are assigned as follows:

1 PN code 1 denotes transmission for data (the “I” of
“SWIPT”).

2 PN code 2 denotes transmission for power transfer
(the “P” of “SWIPT”).

3 PN code 3 denotes transmission for key distribution,
which is further used in uplink mode (the other “I” of
“SWIPT”), or PN code update for enhanced security in
downlink mode.

�e receiving node can switch to its internal information
decoder or power harvester appropriately based on the PN
code of the transmitted signal, as addressed in Section 4.

Since the PN codes are preset in IoT nodes before de-
ployment rather than being transmitted in the air, only
legitimate nodes can obtain the PN codes. �erefore, data
transmissions are in a sense “hidden” behind the power
transfer, and thus it is difficult for potential eavesdroppers to
intercept them as well. In this way, downlink transmissions
are secure.

Furthermore, it is also possible for the operator to pe-
riodically update the preset PN codes via transmissions
utilizing PN code 3.�is process needs to be done at the very
beginning. �e member nodes should be aware of the next
set of PN codes and when to start using them. At the be-
ginning of the new set’s life cycle, the first job is to broadcast
the upcoming set of PN codes and determine when to

Information
Decoding

Energy 
Harvesting

PN code 
controlled 

switch

PN code 
controlled 

switch

Figure 2: Revised time switching architecture.

IoT node
Fog node (Cluster Head)
Sink node

Information Flow
Power Flow
Cluster

Figure 3: SWIPT capabilities of different types of nodes.
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replace the current one. Repeating this process can keep the
network even more secure because it will be complicated for
the eavesdropper to continuously and blindly estimate the
ever-changing PN codes.

5.1.2. Uplink Mode (Information Only). �e normal IoT
nodes have limited energy storage, so they are not supposed
to provide power for any other devices in the network.
�erefore, in the uplink mode, only information is being
transmitted. In this case, it is not possible to secure the
transmission by “hiding” the information behind the power
transfer.

�erefore, we need to employ a proper encryption
method for confidentiality. �e candidate should provide
adequate security and cost as little energy as possible.
Previous research [28] showed that among all the available
choices, the symmetric encryption standard Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) could achieve an acceptable
compromise between security level and energy cost.

�e AES key is pre-generated by the fog node (which has
a relatively better computational capability), and the key can
be distributed to cluster members in downlink mode
transmissions with PN code 3 as mentioned in Section 5.1.1.
Afterwards, the IoTnodes can send information securely by
encrypting them with the received key. Note that these key
distribution processes are under extra protection from
transmissions in a DSSS manner which has been addressed
in Section 5.1.1. �us, they can deliver even more security, in
addition to that already provided by AES. Furthermore, this
protection also offers another way of updating keys securely
(more details are given later in this section).

�e length of the AES key is a critical factor in deter-
mining the security level of the network. A longer key is
naturally more secure but costs more computing resources,
and vice versa. AES with 128 bit keys (AES-128) is a widely
accepted standard in most situations [29], as the USNational
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommends
that 128 bit protection is sufficient to achieve relatively
lasting security (to the year 2036 and beyond) [30]. Adoption
of longer keys (such as AES-192 or AES-256) can definitely
offer a higher security level, but an increment in energy
consumption is inevitable, which has been experimentally
evaluated by previous research [31].

In addition, the key can be updated periodically for the
sake of additional security. �e longer the time a key is used
(generating more ciphertext), the higher the chance of the
key being discovered by an adversary. However, note that
more frequent key update naturally incurs a higher energy
cost. Previous study [32] figures out the typical minimum
required key update period in IoTapplications. New keys are
periodically regenerated and then securely distributed by fog
nodes (cluster heads) by means of DSSS manner
transmissions.

�ere are some other traditional ways like the well-
known asymmetric encryption algorithms: RSA (Rivest–
Shamir–Adleman) and ECC (Elliptic-Curve Cryptography)
[33]. In general, ECC is more efficient than RSA, as sug-
gested in previous research [28]. For instance, ECC with

160 bit keys (ECC-160) is equivalent in strength to RSA with
1024 bit keys (RSA-1024), and ECC-224 is equivalent to
RSA-2048. �us, ECC shows an advantage in energy effi-
ciency over RSA in experimental tests. �e relevant costs are
evaluated and compared in Section 7.

5.2. Secure Inter-Cluster Communications. Sink and fog
nodes (cluster heads) are involved in inter-cluster com-
munications. Since any fog node is fully capable of SWIPT, it
can act as a transceiver in SWIPT transmissions. In this case,
both uplink mode (transmissions from fog to sink, or later
part of that from a normal node to sink) and downlink mode
(transmissions from sink to fog, or earlier part of that from
sink to a normal node) in inter-cluster communications
adopt the DSSS technique which is mentioned in Section
5.1.1. �erefore, additional cryptography (like the AES
mentioned in Section 5.1.2) is not compulsory to ensure
secure transmission, but if adopted, the security will be
enhanced.

In this case, at least two unique PN codes are assigned in
inter-cluster communications:

1 PN code 1 denotes transmission for normal data (the
“I” of “SWIPT”).

2 PN code 2 denotes transmission for power transfer
(the “P” of “SWIPT”).

If enhanced security is wanted, another PN code for key
distribution can be assigned as well: PN code 3 indicates that
this transmission is for key distributions, which are further
used in inter-cluster communications (the other “I” of
SWIPT).

�e receiving end of inter-cluster communications can
switch to its internal information decoder or power har-
vester dynamically according to the assigned PN code of the
transmitted signal. �is is the same concept as described in
Section 5.1.1.

6. Performance Model

�is section highlights the energy costs that factor in net-
work performance.�e following analysis reflects the energy
cost of any specific data communication (from any possible
source node to any possible destination node) that may take
place in the network. In addition, security concerns involved
in these transmissions are addressed as well.

�is section provides theoretical foundation of perfor-
mance evaluation addressed in Section 7.

6.1. Energy Cost of Data Transmission in a Single Hop

6.1.1. Energy Cost Utilizing DSSS Transmissions. �is cost
applies to downlink mode in intra-cluster communications
and inter-cluster communications, as mentioned in Section
5.1.1. Furthermore, it applies to key distribution process
utilizing DSSS as well. EfnD denotes the energy consumption
of a specific fog node for transmitting data to a certain
cluster member node. It can be calculated as follows:

Security and Communication Networks 5



EfnD � PecDtpD + K PtxD + PrxD( tD, (1)

where PecD is the electronic circuitry power consumed for
generating DSSS sequences; tpD is the length of corre-
sponding processing time; K is the predicted average
number of retries after the transmission attempt is suc-
cessful; PtxD is the minimum required radio transmission
power; PrxD is the power consumed for receiving these
sequences; and tD is the transmitting time.

According to [34], K can be further expressed as follows:

K �
1

1 − Pout
, (2)

where Pout is the maximum tolerated probability of un-
successful transmission (or outage probability). Based on the
previous work in [35],Pout can be expressed as a function in
PtxD as follows:

Pout � 1 − exp −
N0βr

c
sD

PtxD

 , (3)

where N0 is the variance of white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
β is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold, rsD is the
distance between sending and receiving end, and c is the
path-loss exponent.

6.1.2. Energy Cost When Utilizing AES for Communication
Encryption. �is cost applies to uplink mode in intra-cluster
communications. EnfA denotes the energy consumption of
encrypted data transmission initiated by a certain member
node in a specific cluster. It can be calculated as follows:

EnfA � PecAtpA + K PtxA + PrxA( tA, (4)

where PecA is the electronic circuitry power consumed for
encrypting the information by utilizing AES, tpA is the
length of corresponding processing time, PtxA is the min-
imum required radio transmission power, PrxA is the power
consumed for receiving these sequences, and tA is the
transmission time.

6.1.3. Energy Cost When Utilizing Asymmetric Encryption
(Legacy RSA or ECC) for Key Distribution. �is cost applies
to alternative encryption methods for key distribution
mentioned in Section 5.1.2.

EfnR denotes the energy consumption of a specific fog
node for transmitting encrypted data to the a certain
member node, and EfnR can be calculated as follows:

EfnR � PecRtpR + K PtxR + PrxR( tR, (5)

where PecR is the electronic circuitry power consumed for
encrypting the information by utilizing asymmetric methods
(such as RSA or ECC), tpR is the length of corresponding
processing time, PtxR is the minimum required radio
transmission power, PrxR is the power consumed for re-
ceiving these encrypted information, and tR is the trans-
mission time.

As discussed in Section 6.1.1, K can be expressed as a
function of PtxR.

6.2. Details of Wireless Power Transfer. �is is applicable to
wireless power transfer that takes place in downlink mode of
intra-cluster communications and inter-cluster communi-
cations. As explained in [16], at power transfer stage, the RF
power PrxT at the receiving end can be calculated by means
of Friis free space equation:

PrxT � Aecos
2ϕ

PtxGtx

4πR
2 , (6)

where Ae is the effective area of receiving antenna, which can
be further written as follows:

Ae �
λ2Grx

4π
. (7)

λ is the wavelength, Grx is the gain of the receiving antenna,
cos ϕ is the polarization loss factor, Ptx is the output power at
the transmitting antenna, Gtx is the gain of transmitting
antenna, and R is the distance between sender and the
receiver.

For simplicity, PrxT can be rewritten as follows:

PrxT � PtxDh
2
, (8)

where h is the channel gain between the sender and receiver.
�erefore, the power that could be harvested and further
utilized at the receiver is given by the following equation:

Pij � ηPrxT � ηPtxh
2
, (9)

where η is the efficiency factor of the energy harvesting
process. Note that (9) utilizes a conventional linear energy
harvesting model, and the energy that can be harvested is
linearly increased with the input RF power. �e purpose of
adopting such an ideal assumption is to imply that there is a
loss in the energy harvesting process. In practice, the process
of harvesting energy in wireless power transfer is nonlinear
as addressed in [36]. Furthermore, the experimental results
in [37] show that under higher conversion efficiency (over
0.8) from the energy source to electrical energy stored by the
IoT device, more harvested power can be achieved by IoT
devices in the network based on linear energy harvesting
model. When the conversion efficiency is relatively low (less
than 0.6), more power can be harvested by IoTdevices in the
network based on the nonlinear energy harvesting model.
�erefore, the impact of the nonlinear energy harvesting
model on the performance (which is evaluated in Section 7)
is positive or negative, highly depending on the conversion
efficiency of practical IoT devices.

Suppose the fog has a sufficient power supply; thus, from
the cluster member’s point of view, the power transferred
from the fog node can be considered as free energy. In other
words, Pij can be used to fully or partially deduct the energy
cost mentioned in (1) or (4).

6.3. Energy Cost in a Complete Single Transmission.
Suppose the total number of possible routes between a
specific source node and a destination node is Nr and, along
any n-th route (n is an integer and 1≤ n≤Nr), there are Jn

nodes. On any chosen n-th route, the expected total
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transmission cost E(n) in terms of energy can be calculated
as follows:

E(n) � E(n, 1) + E(n, 2) + · · ·∞ + E n, Jn − 1( , (10)

where E(n, m) denotes the estimation of transmission cost
from the m-th node on this route to its next hop (m is an
integer and 1≤m≤ Jn − 1).

Given that a specific routing protocol is employed, the
optimal route can be determined, and the transmission cost
through this route can also be calculated. Note that the way
of calculating E(n, m) is not constant. It depends on the
transmission mode of the specific hop. Please go back to
Sections 6.1 and 6.2 for more details.

6.4. Security Concerns

6.4.1. Definition of Security Performance for Key-Based
Encryption. Classic key-based encryption, such as RSA
and AES, has been well studied [33] in terms of design as
well as how to break it. It can be concluded that, basically,
the security level dramatically depends on the length of
the key used. In other words, the time required to break a
cipher by brute force is proportional to the length of the
key. �erefore, the security performance here can be
defined as, under a certain level of key strength, the time
that would be spent to break encryption (obviously the
longer the better).

6.4.2. Definition of Security Performance for DSSS. As
mentioned in Section 5.1.1, the probability of DSSS trans-
mission being blindly estimated is inversely related to the
SNR. �us, the security performance here can be defined as,
under a certain level of SNR, the probability that the DSSS
can be broken (the lower the better).

7. Performance Evaluation

As addressed in Section 1, IoT nodes are energy sensitive
since their battery capacity is limited while power refill is
usually impossible.�erefore, energy efficiency performance
is the most crucial metric and should be evaluated in the first
place. Later, in this section, the energy efficiency perfor-
mance of DS-SWIPT is numerically evaluated and compared
with existing competitors in terms of end-to-end energy
consumption in data communication. �eir performances
are analyzed in simulations written in MATLAB, a number
of data communications between any two nodes (so-called
end-to-end communications) in the network are performed,
and the energy cost of these transmissions are recorded for
further analysis.

Section 1 also mentioned the importance of security in
IoT applications. Even though the security performance
cannot be numerically evaluated and compared with existing
competitors (reasons are given later in this section), qual-
itative analysis is still possible and later addressed in this
section.

7.1. Simulation Setup. Texas Instruments (TI) CC2538-
based IoTnodes are chosen in our simulations. According to
the specifications provided by TI, they are designed explicitly
for WSN and IoT applications and are fully compliant with
IEEE 802.15.4 standards. In addition, they have a low power
level plus hardware encryption engine for AES and RSA.

Different network topology with various numbers (from
50 to 90) of clusters is created. Details of the simulation setup
are given in Table 1.

7.2. Result Analysis

7.2.1. Energy Consumption Analysis in Comparison with
RSA-Based Key Distribution. DS-SWIPTuses a DSSS-based
method to securely distribute keys (further used in AES
encrypted transmissions), while traditional measures em-
ploy legacy RSA for this purpose. Both of their costs in terms
of overall energy consumption are evaluated and compared
in this subsection.

As illustrated in Figures 4–6, the average end-to-end
transmission cost in terms of energy at different key update
frequency (from every 1000 transmissions to every 4000
transmissions) is given.

For key update frequency of every 1000 transmissions, as
shown in Figure 4, both curves of RSA and DS-SWIPTshow
the same decreasing tendency, because as the node number
increases, there will be more choices of possible routes to the
destination. As a result, the routing algorithm is more likely
to find routes that bring less energy usage in transmissions.
DS-SWIPT consistently consumes less energy than that of
RSA due to the fact that key distribution utilizing the DSSS
method is far more energy-efficient than using legacy RSA.
Specifically, the energy cost saved by adopting DS-SWIPT
can hit up to 19.90%.

When the updating frequency drops down to every 2000
transmissions, as illustrated in Figure 5, DS-SWIPT still has
better performance than legacy RSA. Nevertheless, the ad-
vantage begins to diminish, and this is because as the key
updating frequency declines, the energy saved in the key
distribution process by DS-SWIPT is naturally less
noticeable.

As the updating frequency continues to decline to every
4000 transmissions (as can be seen in Figure 6), the per-
formance gap between DS-SWIPT and RSA continues to
shrink and, in the worst case, could be as small as 2.22%.

Based on the aforementioned discussion, it can be
concluded that DS-SWIPT can overcome RSA in terms of
energy consumed in data communications under various
key updating frequencies. However, note that as the
updating frequency goes down, the relative advantage
possessed by DS-SWIPT declines as well.

7.2.2. Energy Consumption Analysis in Comparison with
ECC-Based Key Distribution. DS-SWIPTuses a DSSS-based
method to securely distribute keys (further used in AES
encrypted transmissions), while ECC is a commonly
employed encryption for the same purpose. Both of their
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costs in terms of overall energy consumption are evaluated
and compared in this subsection.

As illustrated in Figures 7–9, the average end-to-end
transmission cost in terms of energy at different key update
frequency (from every 1000 transmissions to every 4000
transmissions) is given.

For key update frequency of every 1000 transmissions, as
shown in Figure 7, both curves of ECC and DS-SWIPT have
a clear decline trend. Similar to the reason already given in
Section 7.2.1, with a more significant number of nodes, it is
easier to find energy-efficient routes to the destination.
Consequently, the routing algorithm tends to find routes
with less energy usage in transmissions. Again, DS-SWIPT
consistently consumes less energy than ECC. To be specific,
the energy cost saved by adopting DS-SWIPT can hit up to
6.10%.

When the updating frequency drops down to every 2000
transmissions, as illustrated in Figure 8, DS-SWIPT still has
better performance over ECC, but the advantage begins to
shrink; this is because as the key updating frequency de-
clines, the energy saved in the key distribution process by
DS-SWIPT is naturally less noticeable.

As the updating frequency continues to decline to every
4000 transmissions (as can be seen in Figure 9), the per-
formance advantage in terms of energy efficiency held by
DS-SWIPT continues to drop and sometimes could be as
small as 0.05%.

Based on the aforementioned discussions, it can be
concluded that DS-SWIPT can overcome ECC in terms of
energy efficiency in data communications under relatively
higher key updating frequencies. Note that as the updating
frequency goes down, the relative advantage possessed by
DS-SWIPT becomes relatively unnoticeable. Nevertheless,
compared to the commonly used ECC in resource-con-
straint IoT devices, DS-SWPIT requires less hardware (no
discrete encryption engine is needed).
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Figure 5: Energy consumption comparison when key is updated
every 2000 transmissions.
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Figure 6: Energy consumption comparison when key is updated
every 4000 transmissions.
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Figure 4: Energy consumption comparison when key is updated
every 1000 transmissions.

Table 1: Simulation setup.

Parameters Value
Number of clusters 50–90
Type of transceiver TI CC2538
MAC and PHY 802.15.4
Data rate 250 kbps
Length of data 58 kbytes
Encryption method AES, RSA, and ECC
Routing algorithm AODV-EHA [38]
Cluster size 10 nodes per cluster
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7.2.3. Remarks on Security Performance Comparison.
DS-SWIPT uses the DSSS-based method to securely dis-
tribute keys (further used in AES encrypted transmissions),
while traditional measures employ asymmetric encryption
like legacy RSA or ECC for this purpose.

As has been discussed in Section 5.1.1, when talking
about breaking DSSS, it is a matter of probability that is
closely related to SNR. To be more specific, the probability of
successful blind estimation on DSSS transmission is in-
versely related to the SNR level; if we can maintain the
communications under a certain SNR level, the probability
of DSSS communication being unscrambled is close to zero;
this is validated by the experimental results given in [27, 39].

On the other hand, breaking asymmetric encryption
(such as RSA or ECC) is a matter of time associated with
computing power. As long-standing encryption methods,
both of the two methods and how to break them have been
well studied [33]. It can be concluded that, in general, the
security level of asymmetric encryption generally highly
depends on the length of its private key. In other words, the
time taken to break the ciphertext is proportional to the
length of the private key.

In principle, time length and probability are not directly
comparable; it is hard to tell which one is better since a fair
comparison is impossible. However, looking at it another
way, in the case of breaking asymmetric encryptions, no
matter how strong the key is, given enough computing
resources and time, the task can definitely be accomplished
eventually; on the other hand, for the case of blind esti-
mation for DSSS, if the SNR is below a certain level, the
probability of “breaking” it can be very close to zero, which is
roughly equivalent to “impossible.” At this point, we may
say, given that specific criteria are met, the DS-SWIPT has
better security than conventional asymmetric encryptions.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel DS-SWIPT is proposed for certain
types of IoT applications. �ese applications coevolve with
monitoring purposes and are in need of energy-efficient and
secure communication solutions since the nodes comprising
them are usually located in remote places.�eymust operate
for long periods with minimal human servicing, limited
computing, and energy resources. DS-SWIPT is equipped
with a SWIPT feature and can provide accessible energy
amid information transfer for remote IoT nodes which are
hard to reach. Furthermore, it is able to offer additional
security assurance in data transmissions that SWIPT does
not initially guarantee by cooperating with DSSS and
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Figure 8: Energy consumption comparison when key is updated
every 2000 transmissions.
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Figure 9: Energy consumption comparison when key is updated
every 4000 transmissions.
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Figure 7: Energy consumption comparison when key is updated
every 1000 transmissions.
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symmetric encryption techniques while reducing the energy
cost compared to traditional methods. �ese advantages are
evaluated and verified by simulation results.
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